Useful Knowledge
Running through the knowledge development process is a tension between knowledge acquired through social science and knowledge based on practical insight—a tension between science and ordinary knowledge. When House members asked the Department of Labor to "find out what works," they stated their concerns äs a potpourri of questions and Problems.  Some of those questions, such äs how to solve structural unemployment among young peopler implied sophisticated, long-term research. Others—the effects of specific training and job-search activities, for example—implied shorter-term project evaluations. The congressional mandate did not take account of the vast differences in those questions, nor the time and resources required to answer them. The questions specified by the House were, from a research perspective, exceedingly vague.  They provided little guidance for what the Congress meant by "finding out what works." Assuming that Congress meant rigor-ous research when it said "find out what works" probably overstates the sophistication of Congress's concern.  Congress was more interested in generating a variety of practical activities addressed to youth employ-ment than in setting the conditions for rigorous social research. On this score the House and Senate agreed.  The objective was to launch a wide variety of activities and see if they could survive administra-tively and politically. In the words of a House staff member, "finding out what works" meant "let a thousand flowers bloom," not the conduct of rigorous research.
When members of Congress said "find out what works," they had in mind nothing more complicated than demonstrating whether new programs could be instituted administratively and whether young people could find useful work in the process of participating in them. Larger, more sophisticated research questions were embedded in this basic concern, but were not central to Congress's thinking. With certain routine qualifications, the answer to the questions posed by Congress, after three years of research and demonstration, was "yes." Knowledge of this kind is far from trivial, even though it does not meet many social scientists' theoretical or methodological Standards.
Congress had other important items on its agenda beyond finding out what works. Distributive politics—by age, by region, by constituency group, by federal agency, and by level of government—was Congress's major concern.  The legislative language and history of YEDPA manifested far more attention to the distribution of money among competing interests than it did to discovering Solutions to youth unemployment. Making the CETA System more responsive to the problems of youths was another agenda item. By targeting youths for special concern, Congress was, in effect, telling the Department of Labor and the CETA system that they had not paid adequate attention to the Problems of youths. Still another agenda item was using federal funds to make the schools and the employment and training system work more closely together. From the point of view of certain members, the gap between schools and CETA-funded organizations was inexcusable and should be closed.
Each of these items brought with it a collection of problems that Taggart and his staff had to solve in the implementation of YEDPA.

